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Report of the Standing Committee on Finance on Statistics South Africa’s Strategic Plan and 

Annual Performance Plan (Budget Vote 12), Dated 05 May 2015 

 

The Standing Committee on Finance, having considered the Strategic Plan, Budget and Annual 

Performance plan of Statistics South Africa, reports as follows:  

 

1. Introduction 

 

The aim of Stats SA is to provide relevant and accurate statistics by corresponding with internationally 

approved practice to inform users of the dynamics of the economy and society. I t is mandated through 

the Statistics Act [No.6 of 1999] to coordinate statistical production among organs of the state, the 

private sector and any other institution to facilitate proper planning, decision making and monitoring 

and evaluation of policies and projects. Stats SA is guided by the 10 fundamental principles of official 

statistics of the United Nations, as well as the 6 principles adopted by the African Union  in carrying 

out its duties.  

 

The 2015/16 work programme of Stats SA focuses on the envisaged changes to legislation aimed at 

improving coordination of official statistics; implementing and strengthening the Community Survey,  

which will provide official statistical information at the municipal level; and bringing the production of 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) under one roof.  

 

2. Policy Priorities of the Department 

 

Stats SA aims to contribute towards realisation of the ideals of the National Development Plan (NDP) 

by providing accurate data for policy implementation to overcome social challenges such as 

inequality, poverty and unemployment
1
. Stats SA thus works in conjunction with all stakeholders in the 

country to provide accurate statistical information on economic, demographic, social and 

environmental factors for proper NDP implementation. The institution has identified the following 

strategic priorities
2
. 

 

 Expand the statistical information base by increasing its depth, breadth and geographic spread.  

 Lead the development and coordination of statistical production within the South African Natio nal 

Statistics System (SANSS). 

 Enhance public confidence and trust in statistics. 

 Improve productivity and service delivery.  

 Invest in the learning and growth of the organisation.  

 Promote international cooperation and participation in statistics.  

 

 

 

 

3. Budget and Strategic Outcomes 

 

Stats SA was allocated a budget of R2.25 billion for the 2015/16 financial year; a nominal increase of 

0.1% from the previous financial year. The bulk of this budget is allocated to the Administration 

(R791.3 million or 35.2%); Statistical Collection and outreach receives (R553.6 million or 24.6%); and 

Survey and Operations (R236.0 million or 10%) programmes. Important developments in 2015/16 will 

include the advancement and strengthening of the National Statistics System, Stats SA  taking over 
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publication of the expenditure side of GDP from the South African Reserve Bank, as well  as the 

second Community Survey in 2016. 

 

Table 1: Budget estimates and changes over the medium term  

Programme

Nominal Rand 

change

Real Rand 

change

Nominal % 

change
Real % change

R million 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

Programme 1:Administration   914.4   791.3   705.2   744.0 -  123.1 -  159.3 -13.46 per cent -17.43 per cent

Programme 2: Economic 

Statistics   202.8   214.4   226.5   240.1   11.6   1.8 5.72 per cent 0.88 per cent

Programme 3: Population and 

Social Statistics   150.0   133.7   130.6   138.1 -  16.3 -  22.4 -10.87 per cent -14.95 per cent

Programme 4: Methodology, 

Standards and Research   60.2   66.3   69.9   74.2   6.1   3.1 10.13 per cent 5.09 per cent

Programme 5: Statistical Support 

and Informatics   235.6   250.0   261.6   276.0   14.4   2.9 6.11 per cent 1.25 per cent

Programme 6:  Statistical 

Collection and Outreach   524.7   553.6   571.3   605.6   28.9   3.5 5.51 per cent 0.68 per cent

Programme 7: Survey Operations   154.9   236.0   533.8   199.9   81.1   70.3 52.36 per cent 45.38 per cent

TOTAL  2 242.6  2 245.3  2 498.9  2 277.9   2.7 -  100.1 0.12 per cent -4.47 per cent

 2014/15-2015/16  2014/15-2015/16

Budget

Source: National Treasury and own calculations  
 
 
The four strategic outcomes outlined by Stats SA are: 
 

 An Informed Nation - The purpose of this strategic outcome is to publish statistics that inform 

evidence-based decision-making by expanding the statistical information base, developing new 

and innovative statistical products and services, and revolutionising data systems.  

 Trusted Statistics - This outcome aims to ensure that statistics that are published are trustworthy 

by institutionalising quality management; innovating the statistics value chain for better efficiency; 

adopting international statistical standards and classifications; increasing stakeholder focus, 

communications and marketing; as well as designating statistics as official.   

 Partners in Statistics – The partners in statistics are nationally, in Africa and globally. This is to 

be achieved through strengthening collaboration to build statistical sampling frames, leading the 

development and coordination of the National Statistical System, as well as strengthening 

international collaboration and partnerships.  

 A Capable Organisation - Stats SA strives for the creation of a capable organisation that 

effectively drives legislative reform, enhances corporate governance and administration, strives to 

become an employer of choice, invests in Information, Communications and Technology (ICT) to 

align to organisational growth, as well as invests in a sustainable and responsive statistical 

infrastructure.  

 Statistical Leadership - Stats SA aims to invest in statistical leadership and management, 

building statistical capacity and competence, as well as building a united and diverse 

organisation.  

 

Programme Analysis 

 

Programme 1: Administration 

 

The Administration programme aims to provide strategic leadership, management and suppor t 

services to the department. Most of the programme budget  (53 percent) will go to office 

accommodation, and 25.8 percent will go to Corporate Services.  

 

Programme 2: Economic Statistics 
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The Economics Statistics programme aims to produce economic statistics to inform evidence-based 

economic development and transformation in line with internationally recognised practices. Most of 

the programme’s budget will be expended through the Price Statistics (31.7 percent), Structural 

Industry Statistics (18.6 percent) and Short-term indicators (14.5 percent). In addition, 99.58 percent 

of the budget will go to Compensation of Employees. 

 

Programme 3: Population and Social Statistics 

 

Population and social statistics will inform evidence based socio-economic development and 

transformation in line with internationally recognised practices. 30.29 percent of the programme 

budget goes to the Labour Statistics subprogramme, while 28.34% goes to the Poverty and Inequality 

Statistics subprogramme.  

 

Programme 4: Methodology, Standards and Research 

 

The Methodology, Standards and Research programme provides expertise on quality, methodology, 

statistical standards and practices for official statistics in line with international best practice. 48.2 

percent of the programme budget goes to the Business Register programme, while 26.7 percent goes 

to the Methodology and Evaluation subprogramme. 

 

Programme 5: Statistical Support and Informatics 

 

This programme aims to enable service delivery programmes by using technology in the production 

and use of official statistics. Almost half of the budget (48 percent) goes to the Data Management and 

Technology subprogramme for building and maintaining the spatial information frame.  

 

Programme 6: Statistical Collection and Outreach 

 

This programme provides data collection and dissemination services to inform policy processes and 

decision-making. 90 percent of the budget will go to provincial and district offices, mostly for 

compensation of employees.   

 

Programme 7: Survey Operations 

 

This programme coordinates survey operations for household surveys and provides processing 

services to produce official statistics. Most of the programme budget will go to the Census and 

Community Survey Operations subprogramme (48.5 percent).  

 

4. Observations 

 

The following observations were made: 

 

1. The Committee notes that statistics can significantly influence education policy by revealing 

what children are studying and the circumstances in which they are studying , as well as the 

numbers of children in school.  

2. The Committee agrees with Stats SA that statistics are important for increasing transparency 

and accountability, ensuring better results towards socio-economic transformation, and 

providing a more predictable environment. The factual evidence provided by statistics can also 

influence government plans and assist policy makers to make the best possible decisions. In 
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informing government systems, statistics can assist policy makers to ultimately close the gap 

between the NDP and Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF). In this regard, performance 

targets and indicators would indicate whether government is achieving its desired outcomes, 

and therefore influence further policy direction.  

3. The Committee welcomes the work Stats SA is doing on tracking the NDP indicators in line 

with the Sustainable Development Goal indicators, and the fact that they are working with the 

Department of Performance Monitoring and Evaluation to identify gaps.  

4. The Committee notes that Stats SA aims to find ways of measuring expenditure to GDP by 

producing a set of coherent and integrated accounts derived from all GDP approaches under 

one institution. Although the South African Revenue Services (SARS) and Stats SA both 

collect import-export data, Stats SA focuses on product classification in order to inform the 

industrialisation policy whereas SARS is concerned with the Balance of Payments from an 

economic and revenue point of view. 

5. The Committee notes that Stats SA has decreased targets relating to mortality rates as these 

are declining every year, and also decreased its training targets due to budgetary constraints 

and the fact that it is refining systems.  

6. The Committee expresses its concern that it has become more difficult to gather certain 

information. For example, the dissolution of marketing boards in 1995 made it more difficult to 

get economic/price statistics. In addition, Regional Services Council (RSC) levies served as 

statistical information, and when they were discontinued, the information source was also lost.   

 

 

5. Recommendations 

 

The Committee recommends the following:  

 

1. The Committee notes that Stats SA believes that “the MTSF (Medium Term Strategic 

Framework) has limitations in regards to the implementation of the NDP. However, the MTSF 

is not contradicting the NDP. The goals and targets in the NDP are clear, but the methods and 

indicators to inform progress is woefully inadequate.” Stats SA believes that there are 

significantly fewer MTSF indicators than NDP indicators. The Committee believes that as this 

is the first MTSF this may be understandable, but agrees that over time the gap in the 

indicators needs to be narrowed. The Committee recommends that Stats SA raises this with 

the Minister in the Presidency, and the Committee Chairperson will do the same.  

2. The Committee believes that the information provided by Stats SA is not being used 

effectively by government, parliament and other public institutions, and Stats SA  themselves. 

The Minister in the Presidency for Planning, Performance Monitoring, Evaluation and 

Administration and the Committee need to do more about ensuring this happens. The 

Committee will engage Stats SA further on concrete proposals in this regard.   

3. The Committee believes that Stats SA could also contribute to ensuring greater synergy 

across the three spheres of government and public entities in implementing the NDP. The 

Committee is aware of the resource and other constraints of Stats SA, but recommends that 

Stats SA work more closely with the South African Local Government Association (Salga) and 

municipalities directly in providing them with information that will facilitate planning and 

decision-making. Stats SA also needs to more effectively use Intergovernmental structures in 

this regard.  

4. The Committee stressed the need for Stats SA to work more closely with National Treasury on 

statistics to ensure the Division of Revenue Bills are based on the most accurate statistics 

possible. 
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5. The Committee expresses its regret at the absence of suitably qualified offic ials with a 

background in statistics in the three spheres of government, in particular local government, 

and believes that government, Stats SA, tertiary institutions and other stakeholders should do 

more to encourage the training and appointment of such individuals.      

6. Statistics South Africa recommends state-wide statistical reforms through a change in the 

current legislation to support the creation of a coherent national statistics system to promote 

planning, that will ultimately lead to more transparency and better accountability. The 

legislative reforms would ensure better coordination of statistical systems, better management 

of institutional protocols, improved compliance and data revolution.  The Committee supports 

in principle the need for changes in the legislation. The Committee ’s views on specific 

amendments will only be decided when these amendments are brought to it.  

7. The Committee notes the Stats SA view that there is a need to revive product statistics and to 

reorganise economic statistics in order to ensure better availability of data , and strongly 

recommends that this be done.  

8. The Committee commended the KwaZulu-Natal province on its proactive customer satisfaction 

survey that will take place in October 2015 in advance of the 2016 Community Survey.  

9. In its 2014 Budget Budgetary Review and Recommendations Report the Committee noted: 

“The Committee believes that government should make a decision soon on which Ministry 

Stats SA should fall under – NT or the Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation in 

the Presidency. The Committee believes it should be the latter.” The Committee Chairperson 

is mandated to take this matter forward, including with the House Chair on Committees.  

 

 

 

The Democratic Alliance (DA) reserved its position on the Report  

 

 

Report to be considered 

 

 

 


